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More_ Seni~rs, · F~wer Faculty Cause Registr~on Woes 
by Idelle Abrams last year too." However, she 
Few ju~iors ·and seniors have conceded that "I don't think it's 
managed to escape the fall reg­ a good registration. No, not by 
istration process this year with­ any means. I think there are real 
out any battle scani. The prbh­ problems in getting pltopllt ihto 
lem of grossly oversubscril>ed classes." 
classes, limited room capacity, Few answers were available 
and the dearth of available as ·to why there was such a 
Registration line at A&R ,,,_,. ., ,.,,,,, H-moad 
rooms on the Amherst campus problem this year. Orie possible 
have i,omplicated the usual . factor, offered Mrs. Crosby, is 
'problems of registration. the fact that this year's senior 
"It's difficult to say whether class is much larger than usual. 
it's a lot worse than it was last At just over 300, the senior class 
year," said Mrs. Helen Crosby, has. approximately 30 people 
registrar of the Law Schpol. more than the usual class of 
"There were a lot of complaints 270. "For every 20 to 30 people 
. . 
Law S~hool _Veter~ 
' 
years because · the place, hasby Paul W. K~llm1m 
been good to me. I accepted aA jack-of-all-trades ~t UB Law 
fixed term knowing that whenSchool since 1958, Professor 
we find ·someone (to take overWade J, Newhouse now finds 
!IS dean), I'll step aside." .himself in the midst of master­
Newhouse said UB Provosting the mo~ important one -
William Greiner will arinouncethat of being dean. • · 
The 28-year veteran of the 
Law School was appointed for a . ~~~~,~~:~c~0~:::~~: .a new 
two-year term as dean on July While lie admits to seeing 
1. He succeeds Acting Dean himself in some ways aas 
Jo~n .Henry Schlegel who "lame duck" ' Newhouse 
was nam~d to fill· the positio,:i doesn't see that as "putting a 
temporarily when Thomas E. damper• on-his administration. 
Headrick stepped down as dean · "rm too old and too ornery," 
last Augusi to .return to teach- · he said with a grin. "Ordinarily, 
ing and other academic pur- one might feel cautious, but be­
suits. . cause of who I am, how long 
Newhouse, a 1951 graduate I've been here, and what I've 
of the University of Michigan done, I don't see any problem 
Law School, previously served with lame duckedness. I ap­
twice as associate dean, once pr.oach every decision as if l'.11 
as assistant dean, and twice as be here forever." 
director of the Sears Law Li­ Newhouse said his goals for 
brary. He alsP has served as di­ his tenure as dean are several­
rector of the Edwin F. Jaeckle ·fold: 
Center for State and Local Gov- .. First, he wants "to provide 
ernment Law. some continuity from the past 
as the school moves into a sub­
•Although initially reluctant to 
stantially new period as a resulttake the position, Newhouse 
of flexibility l&gislation andsaid h_e "agreed to do it for two 
other matters. I'm concerned 
with examining the develop­
ment of management of the 
school over the last 20 years 
and P,reparing it to operate 
under .flexibility legislation. 
We've got to tighten up man­
agement." · 
Next, Newhouse said' he 
wants "to better ensure a de­
gree of opennesa both between 
and among faoufty, students, 
and adminiatratickl which wm 
m• u, a better placa to be. 
-I'm concerned with ...ltHlh-
_. IAG•- -ofWlliNlllnd•
........... 
you have it means much more 
d_emand for the courses that are 
avai!able," said Mi's. Crosby. 
Another factor that had been 
considered was the· four faculty 
members that are on sabbati­
cals and · leaves' of absence. At 
first, Dean , Wade Ni,whouse 
thought that may have created 
some of the problems this year. 
However, he later reject1;1d this 
explanation. "If you take afac­
ulty of 32, in terms of the aver­
age sabbatical, the fact is, four 
absences- is probably ·pretty 
routine, -r said Newhouiie. 
The likelihood that there 
would be problems with regis­
tration became apparent to 
many when ihe juniors and 
seniors. received their registra­
tion materials in July. Brett Gil­
bert, president of the Student 
~ar Association, said a delega­
tion from SBA approached 
Newhouse in July to express 
their concern. At that time, 
Newhouse responded, ·"If it 
does happen I assure you that 
I will examine it and do what­
ever I can to remedy it once I 
·~-
I
~ginsTwo~ 
addres_s them to the best of my School community." 
ability." · Newhouse said a fqurth goa_l 
Thirdly, Newhouse said · he of his is "to ensure that the 
wants "to maintain strong r,la- school is attractive enough to 
tions with the alumni and reas- ensure us getting the type of 
sure them that they're a valued person we all want as dean." 
and important part of the Law Newhouse said the biggest
Aundra Newell Nariled Assistant 
, · •De' an of Stude•nt A -1+',:)irc '. 
by Krista Hughes 
Aundra -Newell has been 
hired as the Law.School's new 
Assistant Dean of Admissions 
and Student Affairs. The posi­
tion had been vacant since 
Steve Wickmark's year-long 
term as Assistant Dean ended 
at the close of· the 1986-87 
school year. Wickmark was the 
temporary replacement for Viv­
ian Garcia who, in November 
1985, announced her resigna­
tion so that she could care for 
her newborn daugtiter. 
Newell is a Philadelphia na­
tive who earned her law degree 
in 1981 from Temple University 
School of Law.' She attended 
Temple "with the intention of 
becoming affiliated with a law 
school" either in the capacity of 
administrator or · faculty 
member. Prior to coming to 
Buffalo she spent some time at 
Marist College in PotJ'ghkeep­
sie, · New York, where she 
taught .Business La~ and was 
Director of the Paralegal ahd 
Prep~ional programs. She 
raceived her bach·eior's degrl!9 · . 
fra,n Cheyney State University 
· ainla, after which 
In a middle school 
of •r:t ~tlonal 
t,cpert,nce 
·tttang in-. 
~on and 
know the fac)s. • He felt there· 
was a limit to what he could do 
to change the situation this 
semester. •1 did not putthis cur­
riculum together and you don't 
undo something once it's in 
place," he said. 
·Problems became apparent 
during the drop/add period 
when a "stream of students" 
began complaining to New­
house. He began to examine 
the situation to see what he 
could do "to take care of people 
this semester." Specifically 
Newhouse .was concerned 
about the impact on seni.ors. 
· "The crisis has to do with· 
seniors. i'm not embarrassed 
by saying that seniors have 
preference" · and · Juniors will 
have their chance to take these 
courses next year. 
Newhouse, in an attempt to 
gauge the exterit of the prob­
le,ns th,at seniors faced, re­
, quested that seniors sign a Pl!d 
- that was placed at the registra­
tion counter'and spe~ify which 
courses they had been closed 
out of. Newhousl;l then tallied 
'.J.i ./""11.luu.::, 
Miss Newell found out about 
the opening of the assistant 
deanship here in April, and .was 
interviewed before the end of 
the spring semester. She re­
marks th'at she was impressed 
with the il"!terview process, 
Assistant Dean·Aundra Newep 
whereby she met and ~s 
questioned by students, faculty · 
members arid administrators. It 
is important th1;1t studerts get 
to know her: "since [her posi­
tion aa Assistant Dean) is going 
to impac:J directly on the stu­
Hents, they should be involved" 
in the screening and hiring pro• 
ceu. fll9'1W4-II .was invited back 
for ~ more interviews, the , 
last one mearly July, was sub­
sequently · hired, and then 
began worlqng In August. 
Because there~n•.uch agap 
the results to identify where the . 
problems were ahd what possi­
ble solutions might be appro­
priate. 
The final solutions that were 
devised we.re made possible by 
the "good will of the faculty 
members," stressed New­
house. Many faculty accepted 
additional students, though it 
resulted in larger classes than 
they had originally planned. In 
some cases, however, though 
the instructor was willing· to 
take a larger number, there 
were no seats available in the 
room and a larger room was not 
available. In one case, New 
York Practice, it was not possi- . 
ble to accommodate everyone 
who ~anted the course. In­
stead, Newhouse has promised 
that there will be sufficient sec­
tions of this course offered next 
semester to satisfy all those 
who could not g~t in this 
semester. 
It is the Dean, said New: 
house, who is ultimately re­
sponsible for curriculum and 
co11ti11wd on page 11 
challenge for him thus far has 
been· making sure the cur-
riculum of the law school "is re-
sponsive to students' desires, as 
well as reflective of what yve 
(the faculty) think their needs 
are. ~ 
between Steve Wickmark leav­
ing and Aundra Newell begin-. 
ning, Newell had to abandon 
her plan of learning everything 
that she could about the school 
and her job before , starting 
work. Wickmark's absence dur­
ing the summer, and the immi­
nent opening of the fall semes­
ter made - it necessary for 
Newell to "jump in feet first. H 
She "tried not to come·in with 
any . set guidelines," .and is in­
stead simply spending some 
time "getting a handle on 
what's going on. ff The fact that 
there is no permanent dean 
does not bother her. Actually, 
Newell remarks, the situation at 
co111i11ued 011 page I I 
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----Moynihan, Awards M~k 97th ·Coµnnencement Exercises 
U.S. Senator Daniel P. Moynj- Several special student Blrzon Prize in Clin.ical Legal 
~han was the speaker-at the 97th awards were presented at the St1,1dies - JoAnn P. Harri, Dix 
annual Law School Commence- · graduation ceremony. Hills, Long Island. 
ment at the State Univer-sity· at 
Buffalo. 
The graduation program for 
the 225 candidates was co·n­
ducted at 11 a.m. Sunday, May 
18, at Baird Point on the shore 
of Lake LaSalle. · 
Moynihan, the senior U.S. 
senator from New York, previ­
ously served as a member of 
the cabinet or sub-cabinet of 
Presidents Kennedy, Johnson, 
Nixon and Ford, thus becoming 
the only person in American 
history to serve in four succes­
sive Administrations. 
As a senator, he is a member 
of the Senate Finance Commit-
tee, the Senate Budget Commit-
tee and the Committee on Envi-
ronment and Public Works. He 
also is a member of the official 
U.S. Senate observer group 
that monitors arms, talks ·be-
tween the United " States and 
Soviet Union. 
·s.soc1·a"1:e.D~an· (J v,Ncew A. 
, . 
The administrative staff ·of has taught include .Contracts, 
the UB Law School has been Debtor-Creditor Relations Com 
rounded out with the appoint- _mercial Transa_ctions, 'Bank-
ment of .a second associate ruptcy Rfiorganization and Con-
dean and the hiring of an assis- sumer Ptotection. 
tant dean. . She recently was elected to 
Marjorie Girth., a Law School head the· New York State Bar 
faculty member since 1971, was Association's Banking, Corpor-
named by UB President Steven ation and Business Law Sec-
B'. Sample to serve as an as- tion. The section, one of 15 sub-
sociate - dean for a two-year stantive law units within the 
term, effe'ctive September 1.. . 
Hired to serv.e as assistant · 
dea.n was Aundra C. Newell, 
·who had been serving as direc-
tor of Paralegal Programs at 
· Marist College, Poughkeepsie. 
' Both will be serving under 
Aw.ards presented an~ the re-
. cipients: 
Max Koren Award - 'Matthew 
J. Fusco, Buffalo. . 
John N. Bennett Achieve-
ment Award - Nancy E: Barsh-
ter, Williamsville. 
Dale S. Margulis Award-
Victor R. Siclari, Levittown. · •· 
Adolf Homburger Law .. 
Alumni Association Award -
Thomas J. Cassidy, Lockport. 
-!_udge Matthe~ J. Jasen Ap-
pellate Practice Award -Angus 
£_Crane, Hazelton, Idaho. 
David Kochery Award -
Michael G. Whelan, Will-
iamsville. 
Laidlaw Law Alumni Associa-
tion Award - Craig M. Atlas, 
Ke_nmore, and James A. 
Meserve, Rochester. 
·. Moot Evidence Award -
Catherine M. Ohl, Orchard Park. 
' Jud_ge William J. Regan 
Award - Shari Jo • Reich, 
Amherst. 
Girth received _her law degree 
from Harvard University in 1962 
and her bachelor's .degree from 
Mount Holyoke College in 1959. 
Licensed to practice law in 
New York and New Jersey ahd 
before the U.S. Supreme Cm1rt, 
Girth.is considered an aathority 
· · in the field of bankruptcy law. 
She has served as a consultant 
on bankruptcy issues generally 
and on financial problems of 
local governments. 
She is the author of two Associate Dean Marjorie Girth 
books anl'l the co-author of · 
another. One of her books, pub­ state association, monitors . 
lished in 1981, is Bankruptcy legisfative proposals relating to 
Options .. for the Consumer its designated subjects .and 
Debtor. makes recommendations to the 
Girth attained the rank of full association's House of Dele­
professor in 1979. ,Courses she gates. · ~ 
The Opinion Lauded 
The Opinion captured three editor-in-chief, won ·an Honor­
awards in the 1985-86 Amer­ able Mention for his featur.e arti­
ican Bar Association Law Stu­ cle on internal law .school af­
dent Division's Newsp'Qger fairs. The article "L. Rev. Affir­
Competition. mative Action Plan Elicits En- . 
The Opinion won an Honor­ thusiasm" also appeared in the 
able Mention in the Class B cat­ March 26 issue of The Opinion. 
egory . (comprised of. law 
Robert J. Connelly Trail 
Technique Awards - Margaret 
R. Burke, Buffalo; Thomas J. 
Cassidy, Lockport; Nancy D. 
Kreiker, Commack, Long ls-
land; Kathleen A: Lynch, the 
Bronx; Gay B. Montante, Ken-
dall; Mark R. Multerer, 
Amherst; Roy A. Mura, Buffalo; 
Gina M. Pica, Buffalo; Richard 
E. Rydelek, Gasport; Terry M. 
Richman, Pittsford; ' Jan M. 
Smolak, North Tonawanda; 
Kathleen A. ,;- Tenney, 
Eggertsville; Gayle L. Towne, 
Hamburg, and Candace ~-
Vogel, Williamsville. • 
State and Local Government 
Awards - Margaret C. Abate,' 
Pittsford; Marilyn .J . . Brown, 
Rochf:ister; William P. Johnson, 
Rochester: Lisa McDougall, 
Buffalo, and , M,elinda R. Saran, 
Williamsville. 
Order of Barristers' 
Awards - Howard J. ·Berman, 
S~uth Setauket, Long Island! 
Angus E. Crane, Hazelton, 
Idaho; William P. Daly, 
Smithtown, Long Island; Rita B. 
Gylys, Manlius; Matthew P. 
.....Metz, Williamsville; Shari Jo 
Reich, Amherst; Howard 
Spierer,_New York City; Kath­
leen A. Tenney, Eggertsville, 
'and Laura B. Washington, East 
Islip, Long Island. 
Carlos C. Alden Award -
Stuart S. Mermelstein, Hol­
lywood, fla.. 
Justice Philip Halpern Award -
Karen L. Hassett, Fredonia. 
Edith and David Goldstein . 
Award - Ann L. Patterson, . 
Jamestown. 
Niagara Falls Bar Association 
Schol_arship Award - Christ-
.opher Smolka, . North 
·Tonawanda. 
Prentice-Hall Award - Anne· 
N. Baker, Buffalo.-
United States Law Week 
Award - ~ayle L. :Towne, 
Hamburg. 
Scribes Award-Ross P. 
Lanzafame, Rochest~r. 
Maurice Frey Award - Laura 
Taylor, Rochester -
Student Legal Ethics 
Award.- Lis.a Baron, Town of 
Tonawanda. • ' 
Law Faculty Award - Art 
Scinta, Massapequa. -
SBA Treasurer Resigns 
by Amy Sullivan 
When Terry Gilbride, SBA 
Treasurer, was asked last 
~~:~~~:~~;~;_r~~~L:~i:~ 
i-<e'v1ew Compet1t1on, he re-
plied, "I owe that much to my-
self to compete." He was then 
asked by Luzier: "What if you 
~~ke L_,a'f' Review?" He !hen ~e- · 
phed, I I! ~~oss that _bn~ge 1! I 
come to It. Well, G_1ibnde did 
come to that bridge this sum-
mer when he was offered an as-
sociate position on Law Re-
view. 
After several weeks of seri-
ous consideration, Gilbride de0 
cidedthathecouldnotcarryout 
the responsibilities of both po-
sitions along with the Jime com-
mitment of a part-time job. 
they mov~d the elections to the 
spring semester. On one side, 
elections in the ,spring ·helps 
keep someone here in the sum­
.mer fulfilling responsibilities. 
Yet it poses ·a problem because 
it puts one in th~ position of not 
being able to make a choice 
completely. . 
Gilbride assures us that he 
will carry out the duties of trea­
s1.1rer until there is a replace­
ment. "It shc;,uld ·be an orderly 
transition of power and I will be 
more than happy to help train 
the new Treasurer." 
SBA President Brett Gilbert 
was sorry to learn of the resig­
nation of Terry Gilbride. "Out 
of the: four executive · board 
members, Terry spentthe most 
time here this summer." Gilbert 
pointed out that tl'!e position of 
It seems this situation wasn't the Treasurer is a very busy 
. contemplated by SBA when one. "It is a real nuts and bolts 
Wade J. Newhouse, who re­
cently was appointed dean. .; Schlegel Named Associate Dean~ 
John H. Schlegel, a member Schlegel received his. doctor 
of the UB Law School faculty of jurisprudence degree from 
since 1973, has been named by the University of Chicago in 
UB President Steven B. Sample 1967 and his bachelor's degree 
to serve as associate dean of 
· the Law School for a two-year · 
period, effective immediately. 
Schlegel, who attained the 
rank of full professor in 1979, is · 
no stranger to administrative 
duties in the Law ·School . He 
previously was named as­
sociate dean in 1982 and be-
came acting dean last August 
to temporarily fili the vacancy 
created by the retirement of 
Thomas E. Headrick as· dean. 
Headrick returned to teaching 
and other academic pursuiis. 
Schlegel will be serving 
under n~wly appointed Dean 
Wade J. Newhouse, a 28-year 
veteran of the Law School. 
"On behalf of the university 
as a wh6Ie, ". · Sample told 
Schlegel in a letter, "I want to Associate Dean Schlegel 
thank you in advance for your 
• willingness to undertake this Tutoring Service To Begin important · academic responsi­
schools with 700 or more stu­ ated tutoring service for law 
dents) for entire newspaper re­ !lfudents, is preparing for its 
porting over the year. first year. Recognizing the need 
The ever-popular cartoon for general tutoring services for 
"REASONABLE MANI/' cre­ my first year and upper class 
ated · by third-year student courses, the -Student Bar As­
Michael Gelen, captured an sociation chartered and funded 
Award for Excellence in the cat­ the Project last Spring. The Pro.­
egory of editorial cartoons on ject will operate as a referral 
_internal law school affairs. The service, connecting students 
award-winning cartoon, "The seeking assistance with qual­
Buffalo Model Explained!" ap­ ified . tutors. Tutoring se,yices 
peared in the March 26 issue of will begin in mid-October and 
The Opinion. . continue until finals. In addi­
Paul W. Kullman, current Opinion Staff./ 985-86 ·Photo By hul Hammond _ tion, the Protect wjll offer ses-
bility." by Jane M. Smith 
The Peer Tutoring Project, a 
student organized and oper­
kind of jqb; there are a lot ofUni­
versity procedures that mujt be 
followed. There is also a need 
for ·good commu'nication skills 
· for this position/ 
But the SBA election, being 
held on September 17-18 is not 
only.to fill the position of Trea: 
surer. There are six s·pots open 
in each class for SBA Directors. 
The ·Director's duti$s ·include 
going ·to SBA meetings, keep­
ing one office hour per week so 
that students may come talk, 
~nd participating in -various 
committees. 
Brett e~·plained: "Generally 
they are a contact person ff/{ 
their class." He added, "l/4m 
pleased that first year students 
have been. very 'enthusiastic, 
asking what they can do as-a,----1 
Director." There were 28 peti-
tions taken for the eighte~n 
positions available. 
from Northwestern University 
, in 1964. 
Before joining the UB . La,w 
School faculty 8$ an assistant 
professor, Schlegel served 
from 1968 to 1973 as an attor-
. ney with the Legal Aid Soci~tY 
of Chicago in its Appellate and 
lest Case Division. In 1967-68, 
he was a teaching fellow at 
Stanford Univ.ersity. 
His academic research fo. 
cuses mainly on American legal 
education and the so-called 
American Legal Realists of ,he 
1920s. In the classroom, h'is 
principal subjects are civil pro­
cedure, contracts and commer­
cial law. 
Professional organizatiQns 
with which he is associated in­
clude the American Soci,ety for 
Legal History, the Conference 
on Critical Legal Studies ,ind 
the Law and Society Associa­
tion. 
sions for firi;t year students on 
n,on,!tijking, and coping with 
'the hysteria of firntls:_ / • 
On Tuesday, September 23 at 
3:30. p.m., in . the firlrt floor 
lounge ttiere will be an.informa­
tion -meeting for _any upper 
class students interested.in vol­
unteering as tutors. Upper.class 
. students who· are· unable to at­
tend should leave their name, 
year, first year section, and mail .-~­
bQx number in Box #799. I · · 
maiion rega~ding tuto · ses-
sions wili be fort ming. For 
f1,1rther information, call · Jane 
M. Smith at 836-1993, 
IL 
•' 
DON'T ·GET LOST IN THE ·sHUFFLE 
. FOLLOW THE LEADER 
' 
New Jersey New York - Pennsylvania 
$110 $160 $160 
DISCOUNT 
. on our 
BAR .REVIEW. COURSE · 
Begins: Monday, September 8, 1986 
Ends: Friday, Novembe_r 14, 1986 
Contact your· Josephson/Kluwer campus representative or 
. . 
JOIIPHIONMKllJVIII . 
LEGAL EDUCATIONAL CENTERS, -INC. 
10 East 21st Street 1206-7 New York, NY 10010 
. ' 
(212) 505-2060 or (800) 253-3456 outside NY 
© 1986, Josephson/Kluwer L_egal Educational Centers, -Inc . . 
. ,,. 
.~!::~~~ ~~~~~~~~~n ~~~~; ~~~~~::'.~~~~y~~Hso~MtheCl~M=f-
UB Law Al,mno "''°'""?" at 
its 24th annual awards dinner 
on Friday, April 18, at the Hyatt 
Re:gency ·Hotel. 
Those honored included :. 
Michael A. Telesca, U.S. 
judgeforthe Western NewYork 
District, who received an award 
for outstanding performance in 
. 
the judiciary. 
Richard F. Griffin, senior part-
ner in the Buffalo law firm of 
Moot & Sprague, who was cited 
for excellence in private prac-
tice. 
George M. Martin, executive 
vice president of Canisius Col~ 
lege, who was cited for achieve-
m:~:sc~:t:~i; 1s;~;i~:~ipients 
is held in high esteem by their 
professional peers and in 'the 
Western New York community," 
said UB Law Alumni Associar 
tion President Leslie M. Green-
baum. "They have brought 
honor and distinction to our law 
school and we are pleased to 
honor them for their outstand-
ing co.ntributions." 
The program began at 6 p.m. 
with cocktai'is, followed by din-
ner and the award presenta-
tions. A brief business meeting 
of the UB Law Alumni Associa-
tion was scheduled for 5:30 
p.m. 
For the first time, UB Law 
School reunions were held in 
conjunction with the dinner. 
Classes slated to meet were : 
1926, 1936, 1946, 1956, 1961 , 
1966 and 1976. 
Co-chairmen for the event 
were Joseph G. Makowski and 
David E. Parker. 
·Judge Telesca, who resides 
in Rochester, was appointed 
baohelo, of arts deg,ee from 
the University of Rochester in 
1952 and graduated from UB 
Law School in 1955. . 
· ~ Judge Telesca served in the 
U.S. Marine Corps as an infan-
try platoon leader and staff 
legal officer, and was dis-
charged as a first lieutenant in 
1957. 
He was a partner in the 
Rochester law firm of Lamb, 
Webster, Walz, Telesca & Dono-
vlln for 16 years, prior to his ap-
pointment to the federal court. 
He also was attorney for the 
Town of Gates, near Rochester, 
. from 1966 through 1970, and 
0 
;~~:~: ~::rt ~~~~ec~r~%y 1~~; 
until 1982. 
He is a director of the Asso~i-
ation for Mentally Retarded Per-
sons in the Rochester area; 
serves on the Genesee Hospital 
board of governors a_nd on the 
advisory board of the National . 
Kidney Foundation, and is a 
trustee of the Monroe County 
Bar Association fj>undation. 
He is a member of the Mon-
roe County, New York State and 
American Bar Associations, the 
American Judicature Society 
and the Justinian Society of 
Jurists. · 
Honoree Griffin is chairman 
of the litigation department of 
Moot & Sprague. He was 
graduated from, .,Canisi1,1s Col- • 
lege with a bachelor of arts de-
gree in 1954 al'.'d from the UB 
Law School in 1957. 
Griffin is a past president o·f 
the National AssQCiation of 
Railroad 'Trial Counsel. He is 
presently vice president and a 
member of the executive c·om-
}d,nt ofthe E<le Co,~;t:i Law Sohool aod ,e,ij,ed ho, He lo ...,,eto,y M the Bo"d 
sciciation, he is currently chair- law degree i.n 1949. of Trustees and a member of 
man of its Public Interest Com- Martin practiced law in Buf- the Board of Regents of 
mittee and Pro Bono Project. falo with George R. Blair, James Canisius College; a member of 
He is a member of the board J. White and others until l967, theBoardofTrusteesandapast 
of directors of Legal Services when he was appointed ad- president of St. Joseph's Col-
for the Elderly Project and is a ministrative vice president of · legiate Institute; chairman of . 
fellow in the American College Canisius College. In 1959 he the Niagara Frontier State Park, 
of Trial Lawyers. t Recreation and H'1stor·1c Preser-was named to his present pos
Martin was the first non- vat·1on Comm·1ss·1on,.- cha·1rmanof executive vice president.
Jesuit appointed to a vice pres- of the State · Council of Parks, 
idency at Canisius College. In 1959, Martin was ap- Recreation and Historic Preser-
After graduating from Canisius pointed Buffalo's commis- vation, and chairman of the 
College in 1942 with a bachelor sioner of parks by Mayor Frank state Natural Heritage Trust. 
of science degree, he served for _ $edita. He served as public ad-
three years in Europe during ministrator of Erie County from Martin also serves as a direc-
World War II as a member of 1962 to 1966, and from 1967 to tor of Artpark & Company and 
the 402nd Field Artillery Battal- 1977 was chairman of the Board the Buffalo Zoological Society. 
Is It Time To Double Student Activity_iee? 
· 
by Jim Tierney the cost of student attendance G~_aduate and ndergraduate 
Yes. Do.uble the student activ- at conferences and competi, Student Asso iations to break 
ity fee. This is one of many tions, fund a yearbook, throw a down our isolation from all that 
steps the newly elected Student good bash, equip a playroom is happening "out there." By 
Bar Association officers could for the children of Law School pooling our resources (and pay-
take to initiate the program- students, and stop nickel and ing our way) we co~ld have bet-
ming and participation neces- diming all of the organizations. ter programming, mix with 
sarytobuildacommunityinthe The 'bµdget forum' last people outside of the law 
law school and get the law semester for the allocation, of school and take advantage of 
schoql into the University. this year's student activity fee the economies of scale. BetJer 
Currently, the student activity was a pathetic spectacle. Time yet, some collective political ac-
fee which law students have and again people with energy tion would more effectively pre-
chargeQ themselves is $40 per and ideas were turned down by sent our concerns to President 
year - amounting to a total ac- a Student Bar Association that Sample, the Board of Trustees 
'tivity budget of approximately had no choice due to the tiny and our selected representa-
$35,000. This may seem like a budget. t ives. Right now the SBA has 
lot, but it isn 't. By comparison Funding these groups would trouble getting an appointment 
most SUNY student associa- also help remove one of the with the Provost. 
tions (through popular-student greatest nuisances from Of course, energy and intelli-
referendums) have a fee 2 1/2 O'Brian Ha!l -the despised gence can do much to better the 
t imes that amount. The reason raffle ticket sellers. Instead of " student life" here at the law 
for the increase is the tremen- badgering us for money, it school. And we would have to · 
dous edu·cational, social and re- would be better to have the or- make sur43 that the new money 
creational activities that could ganizations pursuing their in- generated by a fee increase did 
be funded with .~hat money. terests. b go toward areas properly 
Why not bring in good speak- While we're. at it, why not unded by the University 
ers, hold film festivals, offset begin working with the continued on page ll 
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*· Second ··Year Director ·.candidates ·* * 
* 
* John J. WIINams, _)'8cond Year Director 
I .am running for Second Year 
Director because I care about 
the Law School.- Last year I had 
the privilege and honor to serve­
our class' on the SBA and would 
like to continue to do so. I think 
that this is the year for second 
· year law students to . get ins 
volved with the functioning of 
the law School. 
Last year we could use the ex­
cuse that we had not been 
around long enough to get in­
volved. This y~ar we have no 
excuse; it is ·our turn to stand 
up and be counted because this 
year as well as next year, this 
is our law school.• We have to 
be concerned about what 
courses will be offered and how 
m.uch input we will have in their 
selection. 
As your class director I would 
try to make the SBA realize that 
· ifwe are going to be an effective 
represe11tative body for.the stu­
dents of this school, we have to 
gain more input into adminis­
trative d~cisions that affect 
course selections and the allo­
cation of f1,1nds for the law 
school. The SBA has to fight for 
increased -student power and · 
do away with the "us" (stu­
dents) v. "them" (administra-
John Rogers, 
First Year Director 
* * 
In this, my personal state­
ment for The Opinion, I would 
like to give you some back­
ground on myself and then 
move to a discussion of the is­
sues facing law students and 
what I would work on if you 
elect me·-as one of the six first 
year SBA class Directors. 
During my unc;lergraduate 
career I attended the University, 
of Ma_rylanc;I at College Park 
where I graduated this spring. 
Besides taking part in many 
extra-cirricular activities, I fi­
na~ced my undergraduate edu­
cation by working between 25 · 
and 30 hours a week. 
At the University of Mary­
land, I helped organize a stu­
dent government compaign 
and was subsequently elected 
to the student government. 
During my tenure in this posi- · 
tion I helped organize a "Take 
Back the Night" rally in re­
sponse to an increase on cam­
pus in violence against women, 
·worked towards increasing se­
curity lighting for the campus 
and pushed for student foot 
patrols. 
From 1981 until 1985Iworked 
at the University of Maryland 
F'ood Co-op, a cooperative stu­
dent-run food store. In the 
cowse of my associatiori with 
the Food Co-op I negotiated a 
five year .lease for the Food Co­
op with the University of Mary­
la.nd administration. The ex­
perience should prove helpful 
in working with our school's ad-
ministration. · . 
In Febn-iary of 1985, I started 
workil'l,Q as the Administrative 
Cpordinator of the City of 
Takoma Park's Housing Re­
habilitation Program. · In ·this 
· _program 1· distribute~' low in­
terest loan.s and grants to low 
and moderate income home­
owners in Takoma Park. I fouod 
this p. osition rewarding be-
. ·__:,_; -
tionl and replace it with ·we" hours 'of overtime while othefs class Directors does not release · w.riate forum the ideas frQm the 
(students & administration). · sat back and, did the bare us froi:n our obligations as law constituencies which they rep­
As a Second Year Director ·1 minimum. I would like to see all students to contribute ,i little resent. Objectivity is vitai to this 
would also encourage 'students those involved in SBA work as something to this school. ,Suc,h rol~. As a person who has had . ' 
Jo come to the.floor of the SBA a team to get things done for an obligation can easily be ful­ the opportunity to sit on both 
to voice their problems and the good of the student body. filled by k.eeping up to date with sides .of the table, as student 
ideas. I would also try to.formu- In order to do that, everyone the needs of the school and re­ and as ·administrator, I am well 
late plans to increase funding who was elected by their peers lating them to our Directors. I aware of the tensions that such 
for SBA clubs regardless of must put in the amount of en- realize that all la~ students are a role can create. I believe that 
their ideologies. As I statecl be~ thusiasm and dedication that extremely busy, but I think each to b_e most effective in the role 
fore, I was a First ,Year Director was promised at electionlime. of us can spare five minutes a of representative it is important 
which ena_bled me to· under- · This is not the type of p~sition week.to gripe about something not to listen only to the voices 
stand how the school and the 1· to use as filler in one's resume. to one of our SBA Directors. I f those who share similiar 
SBA work. I have an extensive ~ It won't guarantee you agreat know that may be easier for view!!. This presents quite a 
background in school govern- . job, but a great job done in the some than others. Anyhow, challenge for those of us who 
ment and have the ambition to position m,ight just make this make sure you vote and if you hold strong views on certain is­
see that this L_aw·School strives law School .a better place. think that I could do a good job, sues. My past experiences both 
for an H*. Vote for John J. Will- Right now the SBA has three vote for me, Lois Liberman, for as student leader and college 
lams for Second Year Directpr. .good things going for it, Brett, SBA Director. administrat9r have taught me 
Karen and Jack. It is up to t!'ie valuable .lessons inthis regard. 
first, second and third year Nancy Pringie, My desire to become a sec- . 
Lois Uberman, .--- classes to provide eighteen di-. Second Year 'Director ond year class director comes 
· Second Year Dlrec;tor rectors to 'help these executive Many issues face the Law not from my need to have 
Hil I'm Lois.Liberman and if board members make SBA School community. I could eas­ something for my resume but 
you don't know me aiready, I'm reach its highest pot,ntial. I ily state what I feel those issues rather from an excitement that 
positive tt:iat you've heard · me would .like to work with these to be but to do so would only sees the potential to address, 
in the halls. Anyhow; I'm run, officers t;;,ecause I know that we be my ·ideas. In the past, my challenge and change some of 
ning for the posi.tion of SBA Die could properly represent not roles both as student leader in the old "nagging problems" 
rector for the class of '88. I have · just on faction of the Law undergraduate and graduate that face the student body ofthis 
carefully assessed my School, but all of the law stu- school as well as my profes- Law School. Most importantly 
schedule, so I feel confident dents. SBA is not just another 
. sional involvement as a college I see a willingness to work 
about making such a time.com- "club," it's supposed to be a administrator have taught me , toward these changes and to 
mitment. And that's what such true representation of the total that my ideas alone are ineffec­ hear new ideas on both the 
a position entails, a time com- · law student body. tive in bringing about changes. parts of the SBA officers as well 
mitmentl Last year the Student The SBA cannot truly rej)re- The role of any representative, • a~ the law School Administra­
Bar Association accomplished sent the students without the whether student ·or adminis­ tion. 
a lot, yet many put in many necessary input. Voting for our trator, is to bring to the appro-
* 
First Year Director Candidates 
* * *cause I could work with, . and tablishment of. a regularFriday ing. SO WHEN YOU VOTE, sibilities included: providing 
help, people in a very concrete afternoon happy hour to be VOTE FOR THE PERSON .YOU undergraduate and graduate 
manner. My responsibilities· in­ held in the law school student KNOW WILL PRESE~HE IS~ students with information; ad­
clud.ed: interviewing all. appli­ lounge. SUES AND TOPICS Y U ANT dressing complaints concern­
cants and assessing their eligi­ In conclusion, if I am elected · TO BE Hf.ARD. VO FOR ing· th~ administration; refer­
bility, presenting projects to·the by ·yow as one of the SBA class DIANA M. llfARRIS. ring students to various cam­
Loan Review Committee for re­ directors, I will pursue the · Kimi .King, pus groups and programn'l1ng 
view and approval, preparing agenda outlined above c;1nd, student activities. As an electedFirst Year Director 
mortgages, concfocting settle­ above all, promise to approach "My God what have member of both Universities' 
ments, recording mortgages, each issue before the SBA with done? ... You may ask your- Residence Judicial Boards, I 
administering contracts award­ an open mind, weigh each issue self ... " Considering that none was involved with hearings 
ed under the program, l:landli!'lg on its merits and vote my con­ of us knows anything about each concerning conflicts ·between 
community relations and ~ak­ scious without regard .to any· other, the easiest thing to do students and the administra­
tion. Working as a Graduateing reports to various govern­ _ factions or cliques. might be to ·check the first ' six 
l')'lent agencies regarding the names appearing on the ballot. Teaching Assistant for the Polit­
· program's activities. Diana M. Harris, ical · . Science · Department atHowever, uninformed ·choices . 
. Some of the primary issues First Year Director might lead to inexperienced Northeastern, I developed class 
facing incoming law· students . I am running for one of th, representatives. The SBA is re­ curriculums and conducted fac­
include: 1) parking; 21 identify­ six first year class Directors of sponsible for the disbursement olty evaluations. 
ing and gaining access to Uni­ the Student Bar ,Asso.ciation. · Last, but not least, the SBAof your student activity fees to plans social activities. Ahal It is versity and community service; This position is a very impor­ various· student organizations. 
3) late grades; 4) over subscrib­ tant one and our class desel"(e!i It may seem fairly straight for­ important that as first year stu­
ing of important . second and to be represented by a very re­ ward but it can become a very dents we· get to know each 
-
·1hird year courses; and 51 get- sponsible person who is willing involved task. I am very familiar other so we have others to lean 
. ting to knowother law students. to work hard fO't'-#lose things 
· with this process, having re­ on as we start to get frazzled. 
our class needs. done. I realize ceived my Master's of Public The only way is to plan ac­
To address these problems I that it is hard to vote for so~e­ Administration in Finance/ tivities that do not involve 10 pound books or hi-liners. I will " propose to do serveral things. one you have not met or may Budgeting from Northeastern 
act as your liaison and voice to ·First, with respect to parking, not even know, but I assure that University (Boston). I worked 
the student ·government be­joiri together with the develop­ voting for me will give you an for four years· at the University 
cause your input and feedback ing student coalition angered eager listener and responsive of Illinois in the student Ac­
as a group is what matters. Iby the parking siJuation to person. counts division disbursing 
will not have all the answers.develop alternatives to the. As an undergraduate, I found budget funds to student organi­ Like you, I am still trying to sortnewly introduced faculty/staff most student government rep­ zations. 
out Civil Procedure, whichparking plan which wiped out resentives to be very insensi­ The SBA also acts as a li,aison 
walkway leads to Capen andour lot (7Al and propose that tive to ·my needs as a person between the faculty, staff and 
why I can't find a parking space. the construction of new parking and as a student. I decided to students. It i_s easy for a student 
But, I will give it my best shot. lots ·on the corner of flint and run for one of the Director spots to feei'"lost in the numbers." Make the most of your vote; itAugspurger, with an above­ to make sure that our 'class has Employed at both Northeastern 
happens "once in a lifetime ... " ground extension to the Spine, a representative _who is very re­ and ll'linois as a Resident Direc­
be included in UB;s budget re­ sponsive, accessible and hard tor Assistant, my respon- continu,ed on page 8 
quest for the next fiscal year. working. As a woman, I realize 
Second, develop and obtain that there are special interests 
complet~ guides to UB and - and needs that some ar'e !!jt · 
community services to be made aw re of. I am aware of ¥ch 
available at tile SBA office.-With pr blems and plan to make 
respect to issues three and four, su U.-tfl?f.,...,,n issue and top!c 
and ,in conjunction with ,ongo­ in many of the discussions I will 
ing SBA negotiations, work b'e attending as a representa-
with the administration and fac­ tive. . ' 
ulty to make sµr.e 'lhat the - LasllY, I would ljke to say that 
cou~se requirements of all law I am known to be a "Mover an 
students are fully m_et. Ai,d fi­ a .Groover"; that means" that 'I 
nally, to promote greater -in.­ get the job done on _time and 
teraction1 among law, school with ell of the right people having 
students, 1' wi11 pr.opose the es- been· lnform~d of its· happen-
~ -
--
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Editorial 
Registration Woes J]nnecessary 
Every fall law school students return to O'Bria11 only 
to be greeted by the same annual fiasco - registra­
tion. The problems encounter'ed. this year only high­
lighted the flaws that are present -in the system. Why 
do yv,e all have to go ·through this? Isn't there a more 
rational process? 
Ample credit should be given -to Dean Newhouse 
for his concerned and conscientious resolution of this 
i) year's problem and to the faculty who have extended 
themselves and their classes to accommodate the 
seniors. However, thil? was a patchwork solution. 
Crisis intervention must give ~ay to long term pl~n­
ning. 
The relevant figures are known in advance - how 
many students will be registering; how many faculty 
will be teaching; how large the classrooms are. If there 
are 550 students and they each take 4.5 classes you 
know, at the very least, how many spaces you need. 
It seems to be a simple arithmetic p.roblem. In many 
cases the size of the demand for a class is also known. 
If 88 people get closed out of a class it seems rea~on­
able to offer more than one section a year. 
While Dean Newhouse felt that the "crisis had to 
do with. seniors" the plight of juniors should not be 
ignored. Must the juniors spend a year marking time, 
taking whatever they can manage to get, while they 
wait around to become seniors s ey can get the 
courses they want? 
The inclusion of an exam period schedule arguably 
helps cut down the frenzy at registration time. This 
coupled with the inclusion of a tentative offering of 
the next semester's classes, both of which were omit­
ted this year, could go a long way to alleviating future 
probl,flms. 
The Academic Policy and Planning committee needs 
to solicit student input for course offerings and pass 
this information on to the administration. Granted 
there are certain unique and novel courses which 
should continue to b~ offered lest we abandon the 
Buffalo Model and become just another law school. 
But the need and the demand for certain core courses 
remains constant and is relatively predictable. 
With \his in mind the faculty· as a ~tiole should 
concentrate its efforts to respond to this predicament. 
This ,is not just a "student" problem; it affects the tone 
and tenor of the institution as a whole. 
')'. Pageslx TheOplnlon : •~ •11; ,1981•,,', · ,., .. .. , .. 
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Right-To Privacy Denied .. 
·1n S. Ct. Honios-exual -Case 
human being, dr for that mattertainly would exclude homosex­by Brett Gilbert an eighteenth-century t"tuman 
It is a strange feeling, I must of the Constitution never in­ being, the Constitution is a 
say, to be told that the ways you tended to make such activity fundamentally flawed docu­
express the most intimate and legally legitimate. However, it ment. 
ual activity because the framers 
.. 
personal emotions of affection is difficult to fully compr.ehend It appears, then, that the 
with another human.being are the -original intentionff theory problem in Bowers v. Hardwick· 
not protected by the fundamen­ of constitutional interpretation. is not only the intellectual C1nd· 
tal legal document of your soci- To restrict the development of moral incompetence of five 
.... ety. However, that is what the a society by the thoughts qf ,a members of the Court, but also 
United States Supreme Court .• group of people who treated a severe deficiency in our Con­
told tens of millions of Amer­ blacks as chattels, workers as stitution itself. The fundamen­
icans this past summer when it oxen, and women as being be­ tal document of our society
held, in Bowers v. Hardwick, neath contempt is difficult to 
• should include, or should at 
that the U.S. Constitution does imagine. Plainly, a society least mention the human needs 
not guarantee a right to engage should be governed by its own for food, shelter, health care,
in private homosexual sexual values and not by the stupid work, and perhaps most impor­
activity. How gay men and thoughts of people who have tantly, love. Until · that time 
women are to respond to such been dead for two hundred when our Constitution men­
an assault upon their humanity years. t ions such things, our society,
is difficult to determine. Hav.i ng said that, we can still and hence our legal system, will 
In his majority opinion, Jus­ ac.knowledge a point which the be incomplete - a mere pro­
tice White denies freedom to original intentionists like to ad­ cedural shell ready to be filled 
gay people by arguing that vance; that is, if a right . is not with substantive humanr ights. 
the.re is no relationship be­ explicitly mentioned in the Con­
tween the rights of privacy stitution, the case that ' such a So, what are lesbians, gay 
which the Court had previously right . should be · honored is · men and those who ·support 
articulated (such as the right of more difficult to make than if their struggle to do? We!I, we 
married and single persons to the right is so mentioned. The should all begin to understand 
use contraception, the right to discussion of what kinds of the ·limitations of our Constitu-· 
an abortion, the right to marry rights to privacy lie within the .tion and' begin to formulate 
a person of a different race, etc. I penumbras of the Constitution . strategies to work around it. 
and the . alleged right · of appears endless because,' as • Changes in social attitudes are 
homosexual.s to physically ex­ applied to the Hardwick case, often more effective than 
press their love for one another. the Constitution does riot ad- chan·ges in constitutional law 
Some rational ize White's ar- dress the concept of love. when it comes to· affecting the. 
. gument by maintaining that Perhaps that is what's wrong way people relate to one 
while previously articulated here : the Constitution does not andther. Homosexuals should 
rights of privacy all concerned speak of some of the most im- begin to presuppose that they 
marriage and procreation, The portant elements of being have rights, only then will ,soci-· 
physical love between two humari . ety begin to honor them. What 
women or two men does· not. Most of us are aware of the might people think if they regu-
However, the circularity here kind of people who wrote our larly saw two men ki'ssing on 
can read ily be seen: the state · Constitution. They were, by and the street? The eyes of 
forbids members of the same large, elderly, wealthy, white, homophobes would probably 
sex from marrying, then de­ straight men who did not have · bulge at first, but, with time, the 
clares that any sex between to worry about the basic neces- . sight of two homosexuals kiss-
them is not protected by a right sities of life. Therefore, while ing would appear ~ommon-
to privacy because it has no­ the framers provided for the place. Gay people must over-
thing to do with marriage. common defense, they said no- come their own homophobia 
Equally, the decision · to be thing about the need for food; and publicly assert the love-
physically intimate ·with a although they spoke of the writ play which goes·, on between 
member of one's sex can be of habeas corpus, they ware people who care, about each 
seen as a decision not to pro­ silent concerning the need for other, if for no ot her rea~ 
create. To put this last point · health care; the framers dis- than to remind society q!_J!)e" 
another way, sterile heterosex­ cussed treaties, taxes and no- social instability that is created. 
uals who participate in inter­ bility, but not a . word ·about ·when a large subculture re-
course 'are protected by rights housing, education or the right mains outside the .law. We must 
of privacy even though sex w ith to a decent wage. And since the transform the "ancient roots." 
them cannot p_ossibly result in men in 1~76 could generally which Justice White cite9 to' 
conception. . rely on a subordinate woman support his decision in 
There are also those- who to spontaAeously relieve their Hardwick. With effort, someday 
support White's argument by sexual needs, the framers had the ancient roots which people 
denying the existence of a right no motivation to consider the talk about will concern the be-
to privacy w ithin the Constitu­ notion of the fre.edom to love. ginnings of a struggle for sex,-
tion , or by saying that even if Considering the day-to-day ual liberation. 
there was such a ri ght, it cer- needs of a .twentieth century 
, ' 
Graduate Tax Certifi~ate Program: 
-~Applications Are. Stil1 Being Accepted 
Applications are still being to personal and business taxa­ and Property Transactions II. 
accepted for the fall sessions of tion . To receive certificatiori, Term · II (October 27 to De­
the Graduate Tax Certificate participants must satisfactorily cember 1.71 - Executive Com­
Program at the State University . complete at least nine of the 14 pensation, Pension and Profit­
at Buffalo. courses. Courses also may be Sharing Plans; Tax Research 
Sponsored by the Institute for taken individually. . • · and Ethics, and Accounting 
Tax Studies, a branch of the UB .To qualify for acceptance, ap­ Periods, Methods and Esti­
School of Management, the plicants must possess an un­ mated Tax. 
non-degree, graduate-level dergraduate conege degree Further information, includ­
prC'gram provides comprehen­ and must have completed a ing brochures, may be obtained 
sive instruction for accountants basic tax course or received by contacting the Institute for 
and attorneys who deal with equivalent tax training. Tax Studies, 108 Jacobs Man­
complex tax issues. The pro­ The courses being o'ffered agement Center; State Univer- . 
gram also serves as a spring ­ this fall are as follows : sity at Buffalo, Amherst,' N.Y. ; 
board for persons interested in Term I (August 26 to October 14260. The phone .number is 
• pursuing careers .as profes­ 16) - Taxation of Partnerships (716) 636-3202. 
sional tax advisors. · and Partners; Corporate Tax I, 
The program, inaugurated in 
the spring of 1985, is believed 
to be the first graduate-level tax 
program in•Western New York. 
All courses are taught over 
eight-week terms by · highly.., 
qualified tax practitioners 
drawn mainly from the legal 
.and accountjng professions. 
The overall program offers 1.4 
graduate-level courses relative 
The Opinion letter to editor policy 
The Opinion encourages letters to the .editor. They should 
not exceed 300 words. All letters must be signed with name 
and address. The name can be omitted.from publication if there 
is.substantial reason to believe the author-would be subject to 
retaliation. The address can be omitted from publication at the 
request of the writer, but a generar locality will be published.­
No malicious or libelous statements will be published. The 
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The· Boy Mechanic Ke~in O'Shau~hnessy 
How I Spent MySummer· Vacation 
• • • 
by Kevin O'Shaughn...y make the strongest tempera­ Americans that other Amer­ mer ~ a concentration camp a the buildings are empty due to 
ments go fetal with dry icans like to aee go far away forI had my hands on Justice "goo<l._experience" if the pay an office space glut. Ironically, 
Rehnquiat's scrawny neck. There heaves ... long periods of time, and then was decent and there was a many of. the foreign investors 
was terror in his beady eyes and I was far away from America hope for a terrorist act. When chance to move up. The people were English. So the tearing 
sweat was teeming from every and its. march towards a police we got on the plane, I realized that made it better than.a "good down of the 18th century "sym-' 
pore. My grip on the Chief-Jus-' state. 'This was Ireland, an • 'that if terrorists did take us hos­ experience "were one of the bols of English ·oppression" 
tic-to-be tightened,..we. both emerald of an island and a kid­ tage, we were doomed. We had finest collections of gamblers, were replaced with 20th cen­
knew hewaagoing to die. There ney stone of a political situa­ far too many HTV's on board. heathens, and hell raisers ever tury symbols of ~nglish oppr~ion 
was no doubt in either of our tion. No place to be haunted by The State Department would . to darken the Qates of Trinity · courtesy of Irish ignorance and 
minds . .. • American jurisprudential night~ just write us off. Our deaths College. We treated the pro­ corruption. The whole depres-· 
"Kev, wake upl" ll:'_ares. Ireland breeds its own probably wouldn't make gram like summer camp. After sing process is excellently 
'Oh nol •A dream. this nightmares. · NIGHTLINE' (although Irv and clanes (Arts and Crafts), we chronicled , . by Dublin jour­
explained why Rehnquist was The first n,ightmare began the Eyewitness News gang played touch football after the nalist Frank McDonald in his 
dressecfin a baseball umpire's with the flight to Ireland. Aer would dig through the blood lunch and basketball after din­ book, The Destruction of Dub­
uniform •.. Lingus, which claims to be the and gore to find the "Western ner. Our evenings were filled lin . 
"Kev; wake up we've got to official airline of-Ireland, is actu­ . New York Connection"). with poker;pubs and Irish beer! Will and I spent the last ten 
gol" ally the m11in transportation Our flight did not become a Ah, Irish beer! Three pints of days. of our trip hitching along 
Rehnquist faded away. T"e vehicle of a species known as forum for political expression Guiness and the world is a much · the we$tern coast of Ireland. 
facists had' dodged a bullet. My the Human Tourist Vegetable and we arrived safely in Ireland. better place. The Old Mil­ The beautiful landscapes were 
chance to "restructure" the Su­ (here after known as HTV). The A few days later Will and I were waukee's I'm pounding now are a sharp·contrast from the over­
preme Court had been· denied. distinguishing feature of the situated in our rooms at Trinity scarcely a replacement. crowded, garbage laden streets 
It was morr:iing an·d I was in Gal­ HTV in Ireland is the color College, Dublin. We had hocked The Irish Land Use course of Dublin. Western Ireland is the 
way, Ireland, clandestinely green. Green is worn in a vari­ .our lives to study Irish Land Use helped me understand what Ireland of postcards ·and Hol­
camping in. someone's back­ ety of grotesque forms· every­ Law courtesy of the University happened to Dublin. Prior to lywood movies (i.e. John Ford's 
yard. Justice Rehnquist was day; green sho.es, pants (or of San Diego Summer Law 1960, Dubliri was one of the classic, The Quiet Man starring 
probably sleeping ~afely in slacks ... generally polyester Program. If I ever visit the Uni­ beautiful cities of Europe. The John Wayne, was filmed here 
some white suburban enclave courtesy of Hager), sport coats, ' versity of San Diego . Law city was brimming with 18th in 1940.) In order to fully ap­
outside of Washington D.C. (in scarves, ·· and eye shadow. School, I will find the droolers century architecture. In · 1960, preciate the area's beauty, one 
a house with , deed probably Sadly, the most obnoxious that handled the administration Dublin decided . to get "mod­ should travel by foot or by bicy­
chock full of interesting rest.ic­ HT\/.'s are Americans. When in of the .program and put them ern". The Irish government en­ cle. 
tive covenants). Ireland, they spend their even, out of their miser.y. It is obvious couraged foreign investment in If you ever find yourself on a 
I cursed my travel partner, . ings in sterile Irish hotels ("just they are brain dead. Will and I Dublin and all hell broke loose. tour bus in Western Ireland, get 
Will Zick!, and explained that he like the Hilton back home"), were informed that we should During this investment "boom," out immediately. You are in 
had prevented me from ter­ gorging themselves at bo·gus arrive a week before the pro­ much of the 18th century ar­ danger of finding yourself in 
minating Justice Rehnquist's "medieval banquets," and gram starte~ and that we chitecture, which was commis­ green clothes, eating a greasy 
miserable existence. Will complaining about the· lack of should stay on campus because sioned by the Anglo-Irish aris­ Irish breakfast, and agreeing 
pointE1d out that our. glorious ice in their "screwdriver". After housing in Dublin. was expen­ tocracy and therefore viewed with Justice Rehnquist and the 
president would probably ap­ eating a massive, grease laden, sive and scarce. We were not by native Irish as symbols ofop­ rest of the human tourist \feget­
point Sandra Day O'Connor (a breakfast, •they pack them­ told that our rooms would not pression (even though they ables .. . 
person who has unequivocally ' selves into tour buses. The· rest be available until the day before were built by native Irish Now I am back in Buffalo. Ire-
proveri'that women can be just of the .day is spent listenirig to classes began and that summer craftsmen), was torn down to . land is just a memory. I spend 
as ignorant of the Bill of Rights the tour guide's incessant chat­ housing in Dublin is cheap and build "modern" . office build­ my time s'1arching for open 
as men) as the Chief Justice. Al­ ter. It's moving television. Don't plentiful. ings. classes, buying over priced 
though it seem~ improbable, he experience. Don't encounter. Despite the administrative These "modern" buildings books, waiting for ah over due 
might be able to find someone Just sit and watch. They're setpacks, the program • was are noteworthy because ex­ financial aid check, and fallihg 
worse than William Rehnquist. doing Ireland "first class." Its worth the money. It was better perts have deemed them s·ome hopelessly behind in my read­
These were hellish thoughts be­ first class torture. · than , a "·good experience." A of the worst examples of mod­ ing. I guest it's all part of a 
fore breakfast ... enough' to These HTV's were the type of . law student .would call a sum- ern architecture ever. Many of "good experience." 
.....____·1SBA State ofthe School Addresses '------1_-
spring exam period was over students are better off if em­ issue its own tickets, thus re- the UB money which will , with 
and then sent thank you letters P.loyers do nqt know what moving Buffalo and Amherst a little luck, be used to equip 
to those professors who had grade was received iri a class from the process, and collect all the law library with word pros · 
submitted their grades 'in such than if they know you Q' d-out. the parking fines itself. cessors. I tell you, this is no easy 
1 (In a way, this is a perfect But- . . On the surface this sounds task. Ms. Barbara von Wahlde, a rea~able amount of time. If 
you -see ny of ,he following in­ falo Model kind of answer.) · fine. However, Wagner pro- • the Director ,0f University Lib-
struc ·rs in the hallways, flash Can you imagine? We are all posed this new system in the raries, is doing her best (I think) 
immersed in a system ·which summer when few students topinthingsdown, butshemay' them a smile and tell them you 
depends upon a heirarchy of were around t~ment on it need a little more enc9urage-appreciate their effort : Profes­
power (sex, race, religion, Law and he wantetl to implement ment. I will keep you informedsors Berger, Carr, Del Cotto, 
Review, Moot Court Board, SBA the new policy this fall . In my as more news comes in. Atleson, 'Newhouse, Mugel, 
officers, etc.) in order to distri ­ letter to Wagner I said I was ITEM : PARTIES. As usual, the Engel, Ewing, Zimmerman,
SBA President Brett Gilbert bute jobs and money in the upset at the timing of his plan SBA can use everyone's sug-Reis, Schlegel, Konesfsky and 
Photo by Paul Hammond and suggested that the im- gestions on how to make ourFreeman. (I apologize if I left labor market and some profes­
sors ·think they are ·doing us a plementation of the new sys- social calendar more enjoyable.-·by BrettGilbert, SBA President anyone out.) 
Well, I hope things are begin­ I also waited about six weeks favor by withholding grades.. tem should be delayed so that I am particularly interested in . 
all students would have the op7 holding parties at places where ning to settle down for • to see who had not yet turned Better they should democratize 
portunity to comment on it. I all law students feel comforta-everyone so that we can start in their grades and discovered . Law Review if they are so con­
also thought there should be I ble. ln the past, some SBA par­~ t? _oynize and plan SBA ac­ that the following professors cerned about job discrimina­
•some guarantee that faculty/ 1 ties were. at locations which
~ es and strategies that · had not: Deitz, Spiegelman, tion. 
staff tickets would be treated woul~ot usually cater tomight lead to solutions to some Joyce, Binder, Lindgren, Kap­ Anyway, we should have a 
the same as student tickets (in mino ity udents. We must doof the problems in our Law lan, Spanogle, Meidenger, Hal- unified course of action when 
payment collection meth!-)ds, a bett job in choosing partySchool. Let me keep you all up . pe·rn, and I'm sure one or two fighting this p'roblem. I think _ 
etc.). I urge all law students to places which cater to· a more di-to date on what went on this more. I'm not quite sure what Dean Newhouse will be of great· 
give M/ Wagner a call at 636·- verse clientele. past su.mmer when you folks you should say if you see· any - help to students if and when he 
2922 to offer him your thoughts ITEM: CLUB NIGHT. Onwere in ·exotic places earning. , of these people in the hallways. attempts to enforce the 30 day 
on this issue. Thursday, Septem'ber 181 at 5lots of tuition money and !·was My letter to these folks pointed grade reporting deadline which 
in Buffalo squeezing $900 out out, among other things, that is already on the books. This is I don't know what to say p.m. in the first floor lounge, the 
about the faculty/staff parking SBA and the '86 Orientationof work-study. students are unlikely to take going io be difficult- profes­
lot fiasco. was seriously con- Cpmmittee will hold an infor-ITEM: LATE GRADES. For the exams ·seriously (creating, sors are not going to willingly 
sidering gol"g out with a can .-ii gathering of law studentbenefit of first year students, let perhaps, Family Law disasters) give up the perk that gives them 
of spray paint and defacing the groups so that we c;in all be-me explain . what the problem if professors do not show that so long to report grades. Stu­
dents should plan our strategy damn signs myself. (How 'pout come aware bf what kinds ofis here. You see, many law pro­ they too are interested in the 
when the SBA Board of Direc- .... it?) Perhaps we should hold pick- organizations are out there. fessors appear unaware of the exams and grad es_ofstudents. 
tors is elected. et lines at the entrance of the C1ime one, come all - espe-p~ofessional responsibilities of One faculty member in­ iots to see exactly which faculty cially first year students .• Re-faculty members and seem formed me that late grades ITEM: PARKING. This sum­
members use them. Then, freshments will be served. quite happy with themselves if were not just a problem of a lack · mer I received a letter from Mr. perhaps, subtle (and not so sub- ITEM: SBA ELECTIONS. Thethey take up to a year to report of teaching professionalism. Robert Wagner, our Vice Presi­
tie) forms of persuasion could elections for SBA Class Direc-the grades of students. I have This person said that some pro­ dent for University Services, be used to get the faculty to tors and SBA Treasurer are onbeen a teacher for a number of fessors do not wish to help em- ·concerning a proposed new tick­ lobby the central administra- September 17-18. Please vote years now and I cannot tell you • plovers discriminate against eting system for ue. As it tion to restore the Hlaw school ,in front of the library after read-how embarrassed I would be as students · on tbe basis of stands now, the City of Buffalo lot" to its former status. What ing statements in The Opinion. a professional ,if I took more grades - grades ·which they and the Town of Amherst col­ do you think?Let's get excited I We need a new Treasurer be-than two weeks to report feel do ·not mean a whole tiell lect.all of the fines from parking. 
·1TEM: WORD PROCESSORS. cause Terry Gilbride is resign-grades to a class. of a lot anyway. In other words, tickets. Wagner proposed a' 
new system in which UB would• I 1wa!ted two weeks after the iome. profefiors ' believe that •••.. bee• ~ow• • . • ~;-M•,.,,. 9 
17, , ...;i-...Ci)plldoft'>:flllglt·MiNn, .. 1,: 
I 
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First Year Director Candidates 
Charles Fauta, 
. . . . . . . •.• . 
I consider this to be a very
First Year Director . 
~ele.vant and very strong but 
The upcoming SBA election simple piece of writing. It is im­
is not so much a question of perative that we move .closer to 
personal ambition as it is one more like,becoming rather 
regarding the active involve­ than unlike, so that we may nur­
ment of ,the first year class ture an atmosphere where dif­
within the Law School commu­ ferent perspectives, feelings,
nity. Studying law, especially ideas, and people may exist in 
for the first year student, should a collectively exhaustive man­
not be considered a vacuum ner. This shall lead to higher. 
apart from its surroundings. On standards and thus richer and 
the contrary, the desired effect more clever minds. I .want to 
of any legal education can be bring us together under ·one 
achieved only through the en­ voice representing the very dif­
thusiastic involvement a'nd in­ farent · perspective evident by
teraction of students within the the very diversified group of 
law school. students that we are: students 
The election also serves to varying with respect to color, 
encourage people to become race, religion, sex, and other 
active in areas, when~ perhaps, 
· such differentiating attributes. 
they have never entered before. 
. Thank you. 
Such elections and the ensuing 
participation within organiza­ Brenda M. Freedman, 
tions, serve to embolden stu­ · First Year Director 
dents into accepting further In this brief statem..ent I will 
commitments and respon­ endeavor to address some is­
sibilities. sues which have been brought 
Finally, the election marks a to my attention through solici­
personal milestone. The first tation of upperclassmen, fac­
half of my undergraduate edu­ ulty and administrators· and 
cation was regretabfy charac­ which will affect the next three 
terized by a reluctance to ex­ years of our lives. The Law 
pand my horizons through ex­ School has been without a per­
tracurricular activity. I simply manent dean for two years. 
spun myself into a cocoon. For­ This is of great concern for al­
tunately, I came to the realiza­ though the problem · has· been 
tion that books constitute only temporarily ameliorated by the 
one part of education. Our legal appointment of Mr. Newhouse, 
studies, however exacting, the lack of firm, consistent and 
must be ·complemented by long-range leadership inevita­
some other activity. At the very bly leads to a decline in quality, 
least, I hope my running for the as is apparent in our 20 point 
position of class dir·ector will loss in the recent Gor_man rat­
encourage other students to ac­ ings. Concerned student par­
tively partake ih making our law ticipation in the selection prog­
some other activity. At the very ress is imperative. 
least, I hope my running for the There is a need for wider 
position I of class director will course offerings and for greater 
encourage other students to ac­ emphasis on practical-oriented 
tively partake in making our law classes. Students have been 
school the finest possible. 
. closed out of many classes, so 
. Raymond Benitez, we must work to increase either 
First Year Director the number of courses offered 
Hello. My name is Raymond or class size. To obtain.a sense 
-Gerald Benitez, a · recent of real-life lawyering, a possibil­
graduate from the UB School ity I would like to explore is a 
of Management. I can honestly set of mini-seminars conducted 
say that 1·am looking fo·rward by practicing attorneys. Late 
to being here at UB for another grades have been a problem. 
three years and especially here Steps must be taken to insure 
at the school of law. that students aren't v.:aiting 
First, I would like to wish all until fall to receive spring 
firs\ year students much luck semester grades. 
and wisdom in their com­ Several clinical programs 
mencement of the study of law. have . recently 4ndergone 
Also, it is a privilege for me to changes. In the past they were 
have been given 1he opportu­ supervised by· practicing attor- . 
nity, via your support, to run for neys which provided guidance 
one of the six Director positions in a practical vein. They are now 
available to us in the Student supervised by faculty members 
Bar Association. which allows increased flexibil­
Secondly, I would like to state ity and availability. 
. that my- intention for running I would seek expansions in 
for office is not, like someone these pro·grams, combjning 
plausibly put it, "so that you faculty and practicing bar facets 
may enhance the contents of so that we may benefit from 
your resume"; nor, is the pur­ both genres of expertise. It is 
pose of my being here to boost not too early to concern our­
my ego or any other such non­ selves with bar review courses. 
sense. But, as for my primary The projected cost for 1989 is 
reason for running, it is my $1000.00. The possibility of es­
genuine interest in the rules tablishing a cooperative where­
and processes that govern our by courses are discounted 40-
lives here in law school and its 50 percent if a minimum num­
impacts on us, the students. ber of students enroll should be 
Finally, I would like to share investigated. Increased em­
a piece ofwriting, (Peter Cohen, ployment recruitment both in 
1973; "The Gospel According and out of state is always wel­
to the Harvard Business comed, and I wisli to explore 
School"), which will lead to my alternatives, possibly through 
underlying reason for running our representative in the law 
for office: lt reads like this: "And student division of the young 
this is wh~re the American so­ lawyers ·section of the NYSSA. 
. ciety is at; it talks of competition Alleviation of the parking prob­
as il it had never heard the word lem must also receive imme­
'cooperation.' It refuses to see diate joint attention from stu­
that too much pressure doesn't dents and administrators. 
move p.eople; it kills them. In­ On the lighter side, I enjoy 
stead, everybody pushes and planning social evants and 
pushes each otber, and they call PARTY,ING I The UB Law School . 
the either a lazy bastara, if one is excellent. As a director of the 
of them happen~ to break SBA I can contribute to the cre­
down." ation of an even better school, 
. . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .... . . . .. . • • • • • continued fri>m ,,.,e 5 . 
with your help and with your of weeks as law student have our campaign to determine our 
vote. · been a great experience, and I own fate. 
owe my gratitude to the caring Among the things I wouldDaniel W. Schenck, 
and concerned upper classmen work for are · a colloquiumFirst Year Director 
and to the warmth of friendship ' series, input Into upper-levelLaw School is tough. This 
given to me by my fellow first class issues, organizing socialholds true especially for the first year law students. The kindness events, and, last but ceriainlyyears, which, as we have al­
that I have received will be re­ not least, finding the sadisticready seen, is replete with 
.turned during my tern, in office. psychotic .responsl~le for the cases to be read and briefed, 
My qualification for ser.ving atrocious parking situationlegal procedures and rules to be 
on the Student Bar Association here.learned and evaluated. These 
is not based only on sincerity, I have extensive experienceand other cttrebral exercj_!IJ' but it is mostly attributed to my in government and manage­form the educational course~ · 
previous experience in serving ment. I have worked on publicare now beginning, a course of 
others through many different interest campaigns, a senateinstruction that is designed to 
capacities, including elective committee, human servicel'or­teach us to learn to "think the 
office, during my under­ ganizstions, and most recentlyway lawyers do." This is an un­
graduate years. For ·these for a major Boston law firm. Idertaking that places tremend­
reasons, sincerity and experi­ feel confident that my variedous demands upon the stu­
ence, I feel confident in my abil­ background is well-suited fordents, the teachers, and, as this 
ity to perform efficiently in pro­ the challenges that lay al;lead.process takes place within an 
viding for the needs of the first Previously, I had the priyilegeinstitution, the administration. 
year class, and for these of matriculating in a doctoralThe success and quality of our 
reasons, may the first year'law program, only t~ _resign oneyears here is principally depen-
students lend me their confi­ year later, disgusted with a 
. dent on the tone and nature of 
dence -and support. program I saw as primarily rotethe interaction of these three 
and lacking in intellectual rigor. groups. Douglas Smith, The students allowed that situ­While the approach of many First Year Direct~,r 
ation to happen .. I am deter­schools is for the administra­ Hello. Frankly I tiad a tough mined to not allow this to hap- ·tion, with some degree of input time writing this personal state­ pen to our program. With yourfrom the faculty, to decide upon ment to people I don't know vote; I pledge to work unceas-· school policy, the tradition at personally. Living in Clinton ingly to ensure that it doesn't. UB Law School is to give each Hall has enabled me to build Thank you. of the groups as much of an some friendships already, but 
equal voice as is practical. This like the rest of you I ·still have Salvatore SanflHlpo, 
gives us more power to deter­ to introduce myself to most of First Year Director 
mine the type of education we the people I see. He:lo classmates! Soon we 
will receive than students _at So you see the dilemna: I will be called on to elect SBA 
other law schools enjoy. It also wrote about three different Directors for our class and we . 
means that the role of th·e UB copies of this statement which ought to consider the signifi­
Law School SBA representa­ sounded like very good, boring, cance of this event. 
tives is of increased importance dry political speeches, but no­ Our Directors will be liasions 
in creating a positive, comforta­ thihg that -one could call a per­ between us ancl our student . 
ble setting in which to learn. sonal statement. Now I'll try to• government, the SBA. The SBA,
It is in' recognition of this re­ get "personal." which is funded in part by our 
sponsibility that' rwould like to I was on the executive council money. sponsors academic and 
ask you for your vote in the up­ an undergraduate, a position social events and provi<;tes a 
coming election. 
0 
In return, I which I'm sure is very compar­ formal avenue for communi­
promise to ·do my best to pro­ able to l;>eing on SBA. I had a cating with the law -school fac­
moteJhe interests of our class great time, l'loth from the aspect ulty. The Director's dischar_ge
and of the individuals that com­
• of. meeting new people and their duties by maintaining
prise it and to keep the student : working together and from de­ weekly office hours, attending
side of the Law School triangle dicating oneself to s.omething · monthly SBA meetings and any 
visible and effective. The fitst one feels stronglyllbout (in my committee meetings, announc­
year is going to be ha.rd: I want case it's ensuring our continued ing events, and by giving a little 
. to help make it as easy for us happiness in Law School). extra energy to stay in tune with 
as possible. Yes it's true, I'm selfish. I the concerns of their class­
Shelly Rice, want to enjoy myself as ·much mates. As first year law stu­
("i:irst Year Director in Law School as· I did· an an · dents, we may find precious 
' Peace of mind and a success­ undergraduate. But to me, en­ few opportunities to provide 
ful first year are my primary joying myself means working feedback and to redress grie­
goals. As a first year SBA Direc­ hard so that we can all have a vances within our environment 
tor I will pursue the best in­ . gteat time.' After all, isn't that despite the warm welcome we 
terests of my fellow students. I . _· what we're here for? Thank have received so far. 
expect my SBA contributions to you - I hope I can serve as one I submit my name to you for 
have a positive affect on the ofthe Class of 1989'sSBAdlrec­ consideration as a first year Di­
Law School environment. I re­ tors. rector because I feel that I am 
late well to, and am familiar capable of discharging the trust John Bonazzl, 
with, the concerns of individ­ that the position entails. Out­First Year Director
uals of diverse ethnic, cultural, sicle of La)IV _School, I have few 
As we embark u,pon our legalsocio-economic, and religious demands on my time. Further,journey, take pause to considerbackgrounds. I am a universal, I am not adverse to innovation. 
·just what that journey entails . open-minded candidate, who is As an undergraduate at the Uni­
Much has been said about the open to direction and sugges­ versity ofRochester dissatisfied 
perils and hysteria called a legal tion. I have held a variety of pos­ with the established social 
education. Law School can beitions of responsibility. As groups, I joined with several 
a frenzied environment with­Chairperson of the Women's friends as charter members of 
much work and not enough op­Committee of the American As­ a fraternity that has since been 
portunity to reflect on thesociation of University Women, awarded for its general pro­
meaning of it. It should be anI brought programs and speak­ gress and work for charity. I 
exhilarating experience iners of interest to the members. would be honored to represent
which more than just the law isAs a Community Coordinator I the concerns of our class in the 
learned. The students them­presented the concerns of com­ SBA. Thank you for your con­
selves must see to this. The· Di­munity members to public offi­ sideration. 
rectors, then, become crucial in cial/politicians. continued on fHJge 9 
VOTE SHELLEY. RICE for 
FIRST YEAR SBA DIRECTOR. 
Derek Akiwumi, 
First Year Director 
My candidacy has been a re­
sult of the best wishes that I sin­
cerely have for everyone.in this 
class. As a representative for 
the first year law students on the 
Student Bar Association, I in~ 
. tend to serve. the interests of 
everyone in all class sections 
with an open mind and an open 
heart, and in the same manner, 
will I also give regard to the wel­
fare of the various law school 
·organizations. My _first couple_ 
NEED -~ESUM~S 
IN A HURRY? 
Two day service in most cases/ 
About 5 minutes from Amherst Campus 
. ' ' 
._ACCU-TYPEsetting, Inc. . 
47 Christine Drive • Tn. Amherst, NY 14120· 
(offSweetHome Rd. between No. French & Ton~wand.l Creek Rd.) 
(716) 691-7480 
.Quality •. Dep~ndability • Fast Sf!rvice • Modera_te Prices 
' 
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·Dan Devine,
First Year Director There are several activities awayl I said, "Hey I want to be or late grading by professors ce~nsl I would work together
which I would seek to organize part of that organization!" that we have yet to-encounter. with you to overcome whatever 
It seems ~at everyday we forthestudents,particularlythe , Well, I've found out that the Right now we are experiencing problems we might face and to 
show up for classes there is first year stu~ents. This in- SBA is more than just a social different problems, first year make this year the best it can 
some new experience awaiting eludes ensuring that the big organization. It is a group of problems.. A lot of us do not be. Let m.e work with you to 
us or new obligation to fulfill, brother/sister program is im- people concerned with making know each other and many of make OUR first year the bestbe it academic or personal. I plemented as soon as possible. our three or four years of law us are in Buffalo (home of Jim possible experience for all of 
have found that at times the at­ Another type of activity which school at UB the best possible Kelly) for the first time. These us! Please vote for me, Mark
mosphere here can become I would promote is the organi-· experience , that it can be. are legitimate concerns and we Narby, fpr first year Director of 
hectic to say the least, and • zation of all year and all school There's a number of· different must address them. SBA. Thanks and GOOD 
some things get lost in the shuf­ parties to help the first year stu- issues, such as the number of As an SBA member, I would LUCKIII 
fle. One thing that must not be 
. dents find out more about the classes offered for a semester make your concerns my con-
lost is the importance of elect­ school and to help them get to 
ing student directors who will know their classmates better. I 
be able to help you sort through also plan to work with the * Treasurer ·.Candidates *all the things you need to do or Career Development Office and by Vicki Argento, Treasurer I am fully aware of the great to improve an organization, butwant to do while here at law the Alumni Association to bring My name is Vicki Argento. time commitment the office of on the other hand a leader has school. This view of the stu­ guest lecturers to the Law Last spring I ran for SBA Presi­ Treasurer entails. I stand ready to be responsible for the im­dents directors as people there School to speak to students dent. I ran for president be­ to devote as much time as is provement of that organization. to help is the primary reason I about career opportunities in 
cause I believed that being necessary to get the job done. Anytime one is elected by hishave chosen to run. It seems various fields. president was the best way for peers, one has to be responsi-· like a simple job description, The time commitment re­
me to work for the students of Jean-Claude F. Dugue, ble for the burdens 'that comebut one that realizes the impor­ quired to bring these and other this law sch.ool. Although I was Treasurer with the honor. I am ready totance of helping you.enjoy both events about in SBA will be sig­
not elected, I remain very in­
· The Treasurer's position is an assume my responsibilities asyour academic and social life nificant. I am willing to put forth terested in being involved in the integral part of an organization Tre<!surer of the $tudent Barhere at UB law School. the effort necessary to make SBA. I had planned on running and it requires an i.ndiv.idual to Association.this year a successful one for 
James G .. Hayden, for third year director this year be qualified and dedicated to I am enthusiastic about thethe SBA. I believe th-at I can do 
First Year Director until it was broughtto my atten­ the position. The position also position and more than willinga great deal for you. Please give 
tion · that Terry Gilbride had requires one to be assertive, to work with the other membersme the opportunity to work foram running for first year you. resigned as SBA Treasurer due fle~ible, and understanding to presently on the SBA'. I have class director of the Student Bar to other commitments. I believe the situations that will arise. I- had prior experience as Trea­
Association. I believe that it is Mark Narby, that I am the best person to fill am interested in the ,position surer in my undergraduate 
an important position. I seek First Year Director this position. because I sincerely feel that 1· career. 
this office because it is an effec­ Hello, how's it going? Study­ I served as the Treasurer of possess these qualities. I !Im committed to making the 
tive way to serve and improve ing hard? Are we all under­ the Association of Women Law Student Bar Association· a more 
the UB Law School. . The SBA standing everything we're Students last year. I was also a In college I took part in many accessible organization to law · 
can be an excellent tool to make reading in class? Hell, l"m not, Second Year Director of the 
'-
organizations in various students as well as the other 
more services available to the but I haven't given-up, yet. My SBA. For three years while an capacities. Regaraless of my groups on the UB Campus. We 
students of the Law School, to name 1s Mark Narby and I'm undergraduate I worked as a role in an organization either as have to strive to make the SBA 
make students more aware of running for first year Director part-time bookkeeper. My past a leader or as a rnember, I dedi­ not just a law student's organi­
existing services and to provide of the Student Bar Association. experience and my capacity to cated myself to the improve­ zation, but a student organiza­
activities which promote a What is the SBA? Someone told work with others will serve me . ment of that organization. I tion that will show its concerns 
greater community spirit within me they throw a lot of parties, well if I am elected Treasurer. don't think that one has to be about the many problems that 
the Law School. which interested me right As a past member of the SBA an executing member in order face all of us on this campus. 
Ad~--:--:-,--------------~------------..;..______________;,________ continued from fHJfit! 7 
Gilbert continued from page 7 lations for future executive and budgets. As the parent. organi­ by Karen Buckley,director elections. After the new zation, SBA was forced to honoring. Terry was accepted as a SPA Secretaryboard is i~ place we Will. form these debts (some cost over­member of the.Law Review and 
an ad hoc committee to work runs were as high as $100) Ac­ Hopefully you've all squeezed he does not think he can put the 
on this issue. Any input, sup­ cordingly, all law school organi­ into a parking space, Debtor-
required time into both ac­ port and assistance will be zations no longer have. access . Creditor ahd your lockers by the tivities. Terry has done one hell greatly appreciated. to the main c_opier on the third time this gets printed. Despite 
of a job this past summer, clear­ This year the SBA Executives all _the hassles of the first weeks ing' up year end financial prob­
and Directors will be holding of the semester, It should prove lems, and I, for one, will be very regular, scheduled office hours: to be a good year, and the mem­
sorry to see him go. Good luck, Each Director will be expected bers of the Executive Board of 
T~rry, don't let them get you to be in the office (room 101) the SBA will do their best to see down. one hour each week and the that it is. However, we do need 
ITEM: COURSE OFFERINGS. your help. executives will be in the office 
The SBA Veep, Jack Luzier, is For my part, I'll try to see thatat leasttwo hours per week. The 
leading up the working group everyone is informed of SBAdays and times will be posted 
on course scheduling. I will SBA V.P. Jack Luzier events and projects by submit­on the office door after the 
leave it to him to explain what ting the meeting minutes to ThePhoto By Paul·Hammond board of directors is in place. If has been going on. Opinion for everyone to readyou have complaints, i,deas, in­
So, that's it for now. I hope years. That hibernation is about formation or just want to talk 
to make this column a regular to end. you know where to find us. 
feature in The Opinion so to We have three representa­ One final point. it is easy to 
keep you informed about what tives on this committee who complain. It is much harder to 
is going on behind the scenes. will be· appointed after the SBA Treasurer Terry Gilbride commit to effort toward 
Please consider becoming a board is in place. I will help change. But, if we don't make Photo By P_aul Hammond 
member of a law school or SBA coordinate input and · policy the effort, give the time, com­
committee if you are interested from the student's end as soon floor. Instead, each group willmit, we have no one to blame 
in changing the way things get as things get rolling and Brett receive a vend-a-card for use onbut ourselves. We can make a 
done around here. Look for and I will keep in contact with the library's copiers (Thesedifference but only 'if we get off 
notices describing the types of those in power as we have al­ cards will be distributed i,n the our behinds! 
positions available. If you have ready been doing. On the bright­ next week or two). Moreover,Have a great year! 
never given a damn before, er side of this issue, Dean photocopying 20 or more 
give it a go this time around. I Newhouse has bee·n very re­ by Terry Gilbride, copies of, the same dOC\Jment 
assure you that your time will ceptive to our ideas and was a SBA Treasurer is no longer allowed. These 
not be wasted. great help in getting Seniors While our financial disburse­ items must now be brought to 
into the courses they need. ment system is essentially the the law school offset room on SBA Secretary Karen Buckleyby Jae~ Luzier, 
The SBA executive Board has same as it was last year, there ·the fifth floor. While theseSBA Vice President Photo B,r Paul Hammond 
Welcome and welcome back! been concerned about the lack . are several rather important measures may impose some in­ during low points in class. Also, Although school is a lot ofwork, of communication between and changes which everyone convenience on your organiza­
effort and responsibility, one among the various law student should be aware of. First of all, tion, it is the only way we can calendars will be posted in the 
thing that makes it better, at organizations. To help with this last year's SBA Board of Direc­ insure that the budget con­ mailroom and on the door of 
least here, is ali' the good problem, there will be a meet­ tors attached a condition to all straints set forth by the SBA are the first floor lounge which will 
being respected . be used to schedule meetings, friends. ing Wednesday, Sept. 17 at 5 SBA funds which prevents or­ · 
I'm writing this letter to let p.m. in the first floor lounge for ganizations from making line Finally, about vouchers­ happenings and gatherings 
representatives from each law · changes without Board ap­ there is a right and a wrong way sponsored by the various law you know some of the things 
school organization which re­ proval. Thus, if you are plan­ to fill them out. I can safely say school groups. Finally, I am we will be working on in SBA 
that if you try to do them on available to receive questions,that I will be coordinating. ceives SBA funding. The execu­ ning . on using any of your 
tive board will discuss various budgeted funds for items not your own you will probably do ideas, complaints and com­The course offerings, sched­
policies and practices we are in­ . contemplated by , the budget it wrong and I will just have to ments on what the studentsule, class sizes, etc. have 
been a major headache for stituting. If you're amember of line title, you must have prior do it over again_(thereby delay­ would like to see accomplished 
a group or are interested; stop Board approval or I cannot pro­ ing your request for fundst. To this year, so feel free to stopmarv students this semester, 
cess your voucher. make matters flow more and talk to me or drop a noteespecially seniors. There is a lit­ by. I will be a~ing as liaison 
tle known committee called the from SBA to the organization. The most important cl:iange smoothly, just drop a note in in my mailbox. 
When it comes time for the of the year, holll(ever, involves , my box (397) or stop in to the Good luck during the semes­
.Academic Policy and Program 
budget hearings, that ·com­ photocopying. Last year, all but SBA Office (101.O'Brian) and I'll ter. I hope I get a chance to workCommittee which supposedly 
munication with SBA will help. four law school organizations be .more than . happy to show .with many of VOLi to ma.ke theshould deal with many of these 
I will also be drafting pro­ photocopied substantially in you the correct way to request year exciting, fun-filled and pro­concerns. However it has been 
posed election rules and regu- excess of their duplicating · money from Sub Board. ductive.essentially dormant in recent 
,,
.. 
'· . 
Guide For-Great Sundays: The Bills And Beer 
. -
by Kevin O'Shaughnessy 
-
The best way to see a Buffalo· 
Bills home game is to p·ack as 
many friends as possible into 
several cars and form a caravan 
group has plenty of time to 
enjoy the carnival like atmos­
phere that pervades Rich 
Stadium parking lots prior to 
kick off. 
:. neither wine nor cool. Hard. liq­
uor is to be saved until the 
coldest days of November and 
December; a_nd even then only 
in moderation. Remember: 
beer are $2.00 ··and $3.00. The 
mark up is incredible and the 
message is clear: Party in the 
parking lot. , 
After feasting, take a walk 
to Rich Stadium. The desig­
nated drivers should be those 
After arriving, the grill should 
be set up immediately'. The grill 
you're winding down ·the 
weekend. A drinking · equilib­
around. The parking lot is 
loaded with interesting parties, 
unfortunate souls who obliter­
ated themselves Saturday night 
and are far too hung over to 
fully participate in the orgy of 
. eating and drinking that is a 
football game. 
The caravan should arrive at 
serves a dual purpose : cooking 
·and heating. (besides every­
body loves a good fire). The 
cooler should be. opened and 
severely iced bottles of beer 
(hair' of the dog) must be distri­
buted to all members of the 
rium is to be maintained. Ybu 
have come to be a part of a fes­
tival of football, not to be inti­
mate with the stadium toilet 
bowls. 
I recommend eating heartily 
before entering the stadium: 
people and the occasional 
pagan ritual. Frisbees, foot­
balls, and stereo systems fill the 
air. Make sure '(_OU keep track 
of the time so you don't miss 
the kick off. Before entering the 
stadium, make sure you have 
the stadium at least four hours caravan. Genesee Beer (not the Rich Stadium food prices are left enough beer and food for 
before game time. (Football Fan 
Etiquette: All passengers 
should pay the $3.00 parking 
fee in appreciation of the hung 
over driver's herculean effort.) 
All traffic hassles are avoided 
ale a.k.a. The Green Death or 
?creamers) is the traditional 
favorite and should be present 
at all times. The only adequate 
substitutes are Rolling Rock or 
Iron City Beer. No true Bills fan 
reminiscent of food prices dur­
ing the incredible inflation ac­
companying the fall of the 
Wiemer Republic in post World 
War I Germany. A small box of 
popcorn is $2.50. Glasses of 
the post game warm down 
party. This party is essential to 
avoiding traffic hassles. Make 
sure you're in no hurry to leave 
the parking lot for several hours 
after the game. 
by arriving early and your drinks wine coolers. They are 
More TAP· Funds Made Available ·by State 
Larger Tuition Assistance provisions," said Dr. Cross. , tax dependents are now eligible . For independent students, 
Program awards are now avai_l­ Over 200,000 students will re­ for an award if total family in­ the maximum award is in- ­
able to a wider range of stu­ ceive increased awards. Any come is less than $32,000, up creased to $2,000 at degree­
. ·dents, as a result of legislation student who believes he may from $29,000. . granting and not-for-profit in­
signed July ·17 by Governor now be eligible should apply as The income ceiling for inde­ stitutions. The maximum an­
Mario M. Cuomo. soon as possible. pendent students who are nual award for these students 
According to Dr. ,Dolores E. The measure creates new single an_d have no tax depen­ at non-degree proprietary in-· 
Cross, President of the New awards payment schedules dents has been increased to stitutions remains at $1,800. 
York State Higher Education which will provide New York $10,000 from the p_revious limit . Fo'r iraduate students, the 
Services Corporation, the legis­ and additional $46 million in of $5,666. maximum annual award has 
lation (Chapters 284 and 286 of TAP grant money. The total The minimum award for elig­ been doubled to $1,200. 
the Laws of 1986), increases the State grant arid scholarship ible undergraduate students is The legislation has als<;> ex­
size of TAP grants to both un­ budget is now($460 million, a now $350 per year. Maximum panded the income brackets 
dergraduate and graduate stu­ figure which re.fleets a 9 percent annual awards have been . within which loll),' income stu­
dents, and extends under­ increase over last year's aid raised to $2,850 or tuition dents qualify for a maximum 
graduate TAP eligibility to stu­ level. whichever is less at degree­ award. For example, dependent 
dents whose family income is The income ceilings for eligi­ granting and ndt-for-profit in­ undergra~uate students whose 
as high as $32,000. bility for the TAP Program have l>titutions. At non-degree pro­ total family income is less than 
"As many as 11 thousand ad­ been increased for under­ prietary institutions, the $6,500 can now receive a 
ditional studerits may now graduate students. Dependent maximum award remains at maximum TAP award. Previ­
qualify for TAP grants as a re­ students or independent stu­ $2,200 or tuition, whichever is ously, the cut-off' point was 
sult .of the expa.nded eligibility dents who are married or have less. $5,000. 
The 1986 Buffalo Bills were 
ob!!_erved in action against the 
New York Jets last Sunday. It is 
this . learned prognosticator's 
opinion that they will win at..,-­
least five games this year.More 
importantly, they are exciting to 
watch. The Buffalo Bills have 
had championship teams (i964 
and 1965) and one of the great­
est running backs ever. '(if you 
don't know who you probably 
stopped reading this article 
after the first paragraph). They 
have never had a great q·uarter­
back (sorry, Jack ... I don't like 
your politics eith,er). They may 
have one now. If you follow this 
article carefully, you will have 
a great time watching him try 
to fulfill his potential. 
"Students who have already 
applied for a 1986-87 ' TAP 
award need not take any further 
action," Dr. Cross said . .'.'HESC 
will recalculate the awards and 
notify the student ot'anfaid in­
creases, in accordance w,th ·the­
new schedules.''. 
The New York State' Higher 
Education Services Corpora­
tion is the State Government 
agency_which provides'~finan­
cial aid to eligible students in 
the form of grants and scholar­
ships, and through the guaran­
tee ·of loans, for full ctnd part­
time study in colleges and ap­
proved business and vocational 
schools within N·ew York State. 
Bulletin Board 
The Buffalo Public Interest 
Program will be having its 
first meeing on Monday, 
September 22 at 3 :30 p.m. in 
its office (r'oom 10 in the 
basement, two doors down 
from the jury room). 
Everyone who is interested 
in becoming part of BPILP is 
encouraged to attend. If yoy 
are unable to attencf, please 
leave your name and box 
-nlmber in box 434. BPILP 
wil_l keep you posted on fu­
ture events. 
THEP~RD: 
OH I TAD! A~E YOU 
TRYING iO TELL ME 
TH/t-.T YOU'RE ... YOU'RE 
A .. , A FEDERAUST ~H 
(/ 
, Law Students 
. . . of women ' h Assoc1at1onT e an,:,ounces a 
. Pizza PartY . m 
tember 22, at 5 p. . 
Monday, Sep lty Lounge 
5th Floor Facu 
· · Elections 
h Id there.
·11 also be eWI . 
415 Seveatlt "·-· Salte 6:lNew Yon, New Yen 10001 
(:ll:l) 594-3696 (:l~I) 6ZH565 
WAIT! #OW EVER.'/r/.1/NG! 
IT'S TIME FOR ANorurR. 
UREASONABLEMAN 1' POP 
QUIZ! TOPAV'S QUf.STION: 
WHAT'S TUE PEAt W 1TH } 
WILLIAM RG./.INO.IJIST'S 
I/AIR..? WJ./EN ASl<El> 
AB0U1 TUE 6ENESIS 
Of ffJS BIZARRE . 
COIF I TJ.IE WOtJUJ-8E 
l,J,, TRUG TO FORM) 
R.tPLIED ," I DON'T 
R,MEMBER .'' 
NOW /, 1~ 
VOUR TURN! 
Attention all 2nd & 3 
rd Year students· 
The ~irst organization • 
the Moot Co al meeting of 
urt Board Will be 
held on 
Wedneactav ~-
at 5 ' -,,,embe, 17 
, p.m. Room 108 
Any s_tudent interested . 
m this Year's co m ~~rticipating 
encour. mpet1t1on ls 
aged to attend 
If You are unable . 
h_ave any Question to attend or 
s please contact 
Robin Margot JulieBox #601 DebbieBox #575 Box #5?1 
Box #861 
------------, 
I .S R.EHNQU/ST I 
A. STILL RGCOVERING FROH I 
A lARGLV DISCU~SEI> I 
1q1,q MESCALINE E.KPER.- I 
IENCG. I 
8. 71/EVICTIHOFA Tl?AGIC 
·1CJIILDIIODD BOATIN6 AC­ I(.IDGNT, 
I. C, SAVING MONEY BY LEr­
TING MARSJIAJ.L CUT I' 
/./IS IIAIR. I 
D. 01/IER I 
, . I 
--~----T 
Newell ••••••• ._ 
Matiat College waa •much 
more fragmented• than the 
situation at UB. She la quite 
happy wlth the present leader-. 
ship, and la pleaaed to be work­
ing with Wade Newhouse, the 
current temporary dean. 
The duties of the Aaaistant 
Dean are ,:nany and varied, and 
Newell'has already formulated 
' 
• 
• • • • • • • . . .• .. •... ., . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • contiau«I ltvm ,-,e ; 
' 
aome plans with respect to 
theae duties. •Thing■ are not 
stag~nt here,• and this quality 
aeema to please her•. Regarding 
her position aa director of the 
Legal Methods program, 
Newell predicts •there Will be 
some changes" in the program 
itself, and students will be •ac-
4 tively involved" in deciding 
upon an~ implementing any 
changes that will be made. 
The job description for Auis­
tant Dean was very specific with 
regard to qualifications. It indi­
cated that •candidates must 
have a J.D. degree (preferred) 
or an M.A./M.S. in an appro­
priate field.• It req-..ired J.D. 
holders to have • at least two 
years' e~perlence in a I 
or admlniatrative ca ity, • 
and any candidate had to be 
•_.it-directed In their work a 
be practical problem-sol­
vers, . .. (and) enjoy working 
with students, faculty, and fel- · 
low staff members." And be­
cause the person who occupies 
the office of Assistant Dean is 
The Opinion schedule for the 1986 Fall Semester is as follows: 
COPY DATEOFISSUE DEADLINE• LAYOUT** "'BUCATION 
· 27:3 • Mon., Sept. 22. Thurs. Sept. 25 Wed.,,Oct, 1 
27:4 Mon.,Oct;6 Thur.,Oct.9 Wed.,Oct.15 
27:5 Mon., Oct. 20. Thu.r., Oct. 23 Wed.,Oct.29 
27:6 '· Mon.,Nov.3 Thur., Nov. 6 Wed., Nov. 26 
27:7 Mon.,Nov. 17 Thur., Nov. 20 . . Wed.,26 ' 
27:8 . Mon.,Nov:24 Sun., Nov. 30/ Fri.,Dec.5 
Mon.,Dec.1 
... 
- *Deadline is 12:00 noon. 
**Layout will be in The Opinio,:, office, room 724 O'Brian Hall at 6 p.m. 
All articles must be typed double-spaced. Submissions can be placed in the manila envelope outside 
The Opinion office, room1724 o•~rian Hall. ' 
eften called upon to play the 
part of guidance counulor, 
there la an inherent .need for 
someone who is aCC888ible, ~ 
personable, easy to talk to, and 
willing to listen to students' 
complaints, problems and 
idea■. Aundra Newell fills the 
bill quite well. 
□□□□ 
National lawyer'a Guild will 
hold Its fJrat meeting on Sep­
tember 22 at 4 p.m. The 
room number will be an­
nounced later. Watch for 
poatl~gs. 
National Lawyer's Guild 
Steering Committee 
□□□□ 
'DIEP~RD: 
-il5 Snada A•~ lllle 6J 
New Ytllll. New Y..ti 1-1 
(JU) S9"-5696 (JOI) 6H-H6S 
Registration continued from page I 
for making sure there are 
enough classes to accommo­
date all the students. There is a ·GUDlby Says • • • • CQ.mroitto~ in .. plaie to advise 
the dean, the Academic Policy 
and Program Committee, How­
ever, it is ·concerned,only with 
the structure of the general cur­
riculum, not with the questions 
of class size. 
Don't be a 
·Blockhead'!!! 
come to 
The Opinion 
Recruitment 
Party!! 
Newhouse wo1,1ldn't com­
ment about plans for next se­
mester. "My point was to get 
this semester going." However, 
"obviously the second step is 
to use the experience this time 
to try to avoid thi~ in the future. 
That is essential,~ said -New­
hquse. 
Act\vity Fee . , continued from page 4 
budget. Concerns about the fi­
nancially strapped students 
could be alleviated by a provi­
sion for fee wajyers. Many 
other SUNY student associa-
tions do this - with little 
abuse. 
Raise the fe~. It is a small 
- price to pay for a better educa­
tion. 
• PROFESSIONALR TYPESETTING 
E • OFFSET PRINTING 
s • FAIT SERVICE 
u 
• .COMPETITIVE 
PRICING ,✓ 
• MANY 
DIFFERENTM TYPESTYLES a£BEE PAPERSE 
• RESUMEs SAMPLESWHEN: THURS-DAY, SEPT.' 18 AT 3:30 PM AVAILABLE 
lff ARE IIESUIIII MINTING 
. INCIAUSJSI 
CALL us~ VISIT usRIA AWHERE:/O'BRJAN HALL RQOM 724 
' QUOWJONJOMYIlllw~~r... 
~u=-~~ . 
. . . . 834-1049 : . 
· ) BEER/PIZZA/POP 
·· _s.pt~ber ~!•,~U, , -~~inion; , P~_.e1even 
·~· ·-- ~ ·-. ' , 
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